
Agile Continuous 
Enhancement (ACE) for 
Digital Application
Empower your digital presence tailored  
to user demands by ACE squad

Brief description: An enhancement workflow is a series of steps followed to propose, prioritize, 
develop, test and deploy enhancements or improvements. Improve your digital applications to 
remain competitive, meet user needs and deliver value over time. HCLTech’s expert team can help 
you make the most of your investments in Temenos’ market leading digital solution portfolio.

HCLTech’s capabilities: Create an extended expert team with HCLTech’s support, bringing 
together the top skills you require.

Customizations 
enhancements

Third party SDK 
integrations

Third party API 
integrations

Security and 
performance fixes

NFI support

Optimizations

Data migration

Accessibility support

UI UX designing and 
development

New channel/platform support 
(IOS/Android/responsive web)

RTL support

App factory support

HCLTech temenos 
COE team capabilities



Very small
Development / testing effort upto 
200MD with 2 months duration

Small
Development  /  testing efforts approx. 
400 MD with 4 months duration

Medium
Development / testing efforts 
approx. 800 MD with 4 months

Large
Development / testing efforts 
approx. 1100 MD with 5 months

Extra Large
Development / testing efforts 
approx. 1500 MD with 6 months

5.5X
Approx. Pricing

7.5X
Approx. Pricing

1X
Approx. Pricing

2X
Approx. Pricing

4X
Approx. Pricing

Shop for enhancements: Leveraging our expert team’s extensive experience across multiple 
engagements, HCLTech offers an exciting opportunity for banks to confidently stay ahead 
of the competition. Forecast, plan, deliver and adopt new features faster with our innovative 
solutions. Pricing starts at as low as $60K.

Are uncertain budget 
estimates affecting 
your plans on feature 
adoption? 

Are essential aspects 
missed at estimates and 
discovered only late in 
your Temenos digital 
enhancement programs? 

Do you have to rebuild 
standard market 
interfaces from the 
ground up? 

Contact us to explore 
ACE Squad for your 
Temenos Digital solution 
portfolio to achieve 
faster, easier, more 
certain feature adoption. 


